Robot Kits for Experimentation

Have Fun Discovering and Comprehending

varikabi, varikabo and tinobo are innovative, biologically inspired robot kits that respond particularly perceptive to their surroundings. With a patented combination
of light sensors, they can identify objects, obstacles,
shadows, or markings on the floor by means of the
slightest contrast in brightness.

Making the world of electronics easy to understand and
fun to explore: That’s the VARIOBOT mission.

The variable analog control circuits function entirely
without a microcontroller and programming.
From the soldering or plug-in process to the initial
start-up, all of the necessary steps are included in the
assembly instructions, accompanied by numerous illustrations. Likewise, the experiment manual shows the
configuration of the various functions and explains the
functional principle of the electric circuits and electronic
components.
The kits offer long-lasting fun
and variation!

VARIOBOT-Robot Kits
• offer students a fundamental and exciting
gateway to mechatronics and robotics.
• enhance the practical part of technical lessons
and promote haptic workmanship skills.
• make it easier to grasp complex operations intuitively
as well as to effectively and clearly implement them.
• align functionality and aesthetics by
giving much attention to detail.
Have fun tinkering and experimenting!
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M ADE IN GER M A N Y

VARIOBOT ®
Mannheimer Str. 6
76344 Leopoldshafen
Germany

Tel. +49 151 50 60 21 68
info @ variobot.com
variobot.com
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varikabi — Plug-In Kit

tinobo — Soldering- & Plug-In Kit

varikabi‘s „brain cells” are two transistors. They control the
speed of the motors. The interchangeable control circuits
are plugged into a small breadboard, so it’s quick and
easy to variate their positions. This way ten astounding
functions lie at your fingertips!

tinobo has high-quality metal gear motors that are
controlled by two operational amplifiers. Resistors and
capacitors, used in numerous plug-in positions, interconnect the operational amplifiers. In this way, tinobo’s
behavior can be acutely varied and, with the help of two
potentiometers, adjusted.

varikabo — Soldering Kit
varikabo too has ten adjustable functions that you can
adjust with a selector switch and three sensors that rotate
180°. With the switch, you choose the acceleration or brake
mode. The two outer sensors determine the direction and
the middle sensor the speed.
varikabi is available in seven different
colors. To add to that, seven different
models can be made with the same kit. The colored cable
ties act as legs, bumpers, antennas, ears, muzzle, and tail.

varikabo‘s eye-LEDs show you how he feels:
If he’s in a hurry or on the run, they shine red. If he feels
comfortable and stands still - for example, under your
hand, then they shine blue.
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Motors
2 Direct-Current Motors
Sensors
3 Phototransistors
Control
2 Darlington transistors
Variability 3 Rotating Sensors, 1 Selector Switch
Features	Two-Color LEDs show varikabos condition,
On/Off Switch
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varikabi and varikabo can do many things

• push objects

• encircle light

• follow lines

• follow shadows

• follow objects

• follow light

• avoid lines

• avoid shadows

• avoid objects

• avoid light
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Motors
2 Direct-Current Motors
Sensors
3 Phototransistors
Control
2 Darlington transistors
Variability Breadboard w 55 Plug-in Positions
Features	7 colors & 7 constructions,
No soldering necessary
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tinobo’s infrared-LEDs are controlled by
two other operational amplifiers. With
these, he can react differently to
reflective objects and interact with
others of his kind.

Motors	2 Metal Gear Motors
Sensors
5 Phototransistors
Control
4 Operational Amplifiers
Variability 56 Plug-ins, 2 Potentiometers, 1 Switch
Features	6 controllable Infrared-LEDs,
Forward & Backward Motion

